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Abstract—In an optical WDM mesh network, different pro-
tection schemes (such as dedicated or shared protection) can be
used to improve the service availability against network failures.
However, in order to satisfy a connection’s service-availability
requirement in a cost-effective and resource-efficient manner, we
need a systematic mechanism to select a proper protection scheme
for each connection request while provisioning the connection. In
this paper, we propose to use connection availability as a metric to
provide differentiated protection services in a wavelength-convert-
ible WDM mesh network.

We develop a mathematical model to analyze the availabilities
of connections with different protection modes (i.e., unprotected,
dedicated protected, or shared protected). In the shared-protec-
tion case, we investigate how a connection’s availability is affected
by backup resource sharing. The sharing might cause backup re-
source contention between several connections when multiple si-
multaneous (or overlapping) failures occur in the network. Using
a continuous-time Markov model, we derive the conditional proba-
bility for a connection to acquire backup resources in the presence
of backup resource contention. Through this model, we show how
the availability of a shared-protected connection can be quantita-
tively computed.

Based on the analytical model, we develop provisioning strate-
gies for a given set of connection demands in which an appropriate,
possibly different, level of protection is provided to each connec-
tion according to its predefined availability requirement, e.g.,
0.999, 0.997. We propose integer linear programming (ILP) and
heuristic approaches to provision the connections cost effectively
while satisfying the connections’ availability requirements. The
effectiveness of our provisioning approaches is demonstrated
through numerical examples. The proposed provisioning strate-
gies inherently facilitate the service differentiation in optical
WDM mesh networks.

Index Terms—Availability, connection provisioning, differenti-
ated services, optical mesh network, protection, service reliability,
WDM.
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I. INTRODUCTION

WITH the maturing of wavelength-division multiplexing
(WDM) technology, a single fiber link can carry a huge

amount of data, which might be on the order of terabits per
second. However, the failure of a network component (e.g., a
fiber link, an optical crossconnect, an amplifier, a transceiver,
etc.) can lead to a huge loss in data and revenue. Protection,
a proactive procedure, is one of the important strategies to re-
cover traffic when a failure occurs [1]–[8]. In protection, one
path, referred to as primary path, is used to carry traffic during
normal operation while extra backup resources are pre-reserved
and they will be activated when the primary path fails. Protec-
tion schemes can be classified by the type of routing strategy as
link-based versus path-based. In path-based protection, one (or
multiple) link- or node-disjoint path(s) (referred to as backup
path(s)) are pre-computed and the corresponding network re-
sources are also reserved from the source node to the destina-
tion node to recover the traffic in case of a failure along the pri-
mary path. The resources on a backup path can be dedicated to
one connection or shared among different connections as long
as any two of these connections are not in the same shared-risk
group (SRG). Since link failure is the dominant failure scenario,
shared-risk link group (SRLG) is commonly used and will be re-
ferred to primarily in this paper.

Compared to a ring network, a WDM mesh network can
provide a wide variety of protection schemes. What we lack,
however, is a systematic methodology to efficiently select a
cost-effective protection scheme for each connection while sat-
isfying its quality-of-service (QoS) requirements. Usually, QoS
can be measured in many different ways such as signal quality,
service availability, service reliability, restoration time, service
restorability, etc. Our interest is in the availabilities of service
paths (i.e., connections) since availability is one of the key
concerns of customers and usually defined in a Service-Level
Agreement (SLA). The SLA is a contract between the net-
work operator and a customer. A SLA violation may cause a
certain amount of penalty to be paid by the network operator
according to the contract, e.g., providing free services for one
additional month. Thus, a cost-effective, availability-aware,
connection-provisioning scheme is very desirable such that,
for each customer’s service request (static or dynamic), a
proper protection scheme (dedicated, shared, or unprotected) is
designed to guarantee the SLA-defined availability requirement
and to reduce overall cost.
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Connection availability is defined as the probability that the
connection will be found in the operating state at a random
time in the future [9]. It is defined only over a connection’s
lifetime and can be computed statistically based on the failure
frequency and failure repair rate, reflecting the percentage of
time a connection is “alive” or “up” during its entire service pe-
riod. Although the problem of how the connection availability
is affected by network failures is currently attracting more re-
search interest [9]–[23], we still lack a systematic methodology
to quantitatively estimate a connection’s availability, especially
when shared-protection schemes are applied.

It should be clear that a protection scheme will help improve
a connection’s availability since traffic on the failed primary
path will be quickly switched to the backup path. For example,
a path-protected connection will have 100% availability in the
presence of any single failure if the contribution of the reconfig-
uration time from primary path to backup path towards unavail-
ability is disregarded [since it is relatively small (usually on the
order of a few tens of milliseconds) with respect to the failure
repair time (on the order of hours) and the connection’s holding
time (on the order of weeks or months)].

Nevertheless, a more realistic failure scenario is multiple,
simultaneous (or overlapping) failures where more than one
failure occurs in the network and their failure states overlap in
time. When the multiple-failure case is considered, a path-pro-
tected connection may become unavailable in some failure
scenarios, e.g., when two concurrent failures occur, one on the
backup path and the other on the primary path. Therefore, when
considering multiple failures, connection availability depends
intimately on the precise details of the failures (locations,
repair times, etc.), how much backup resources are reserved
(i.e., single backup route or multiple backup routes), and how
the backup resources are allocated (i.e., dedicated or shared).
Intuitively, the more backup resources (paths) there are, the
higher is the connection availability, while more backup sharing
leads to lower connection availability. Therefore, instead of
simply stating that a connection has been protected, we need
to quantitatively evaluate how well the connection is protected,
i.e., we need to have a relatively accurate estimation of its
availability so that the SLA can be satisfied.

Unlike a lot of previous work, in which single or double net-
work failure scenario is assumed, we do not make any spe-
cific failure scenario assumption. Instead, the failure behavior
of a network component will follow its physical characteristics.
Therefore, the network may experience multiple network com-
ponent failures concurrently. Consequently, a connection will
become unavailable in the following cases:

1) One failure occurs on primary path of and a second failure
occurs on backup path of .

2) If shares its backup wavelength with connection on one
backup link, will be unavailable if the primary paths of
both and fail but the shared backup wavelength is taken
by .

The failed connection will be in the “down” state until the failure
on its primary path or backup path is repaired, or backup wave-
lengths are released by other connections.

Note that service availability is not the only QoS metric we
need to consider to provide differentiated services in a WDM

mesh network. For instance, two connections, and , may
have the same availability during their entire service periods;
however, may experience fewer network failures with longer
service downtime for each failure and while may experience
more network failures with shorter service downtime. Although

and have the same service availability, they have different
service disruption rates and failure-repair times, which may lead
to different customer-perceived service qualities. In our current
study, we focus on service availability and will incorporate other
service-quality metrics, e.g., service disruption rate, in our fu-
ture study.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II
discusses related works and our contributions. Section III
presents a mathematical availability-analysis model for con-
nections with different protection schemes in WDM mesh
networks. Section IV presents general provisioning strategies
using the analytical model in which an appropriate level of
protection is provided to each connection according to the
customer’s predefined (or desired) availability requirement.
Both ILP and heuristic-based approaches are developed for
static traffic where a given set of connection demands need to
be provisioned. Illustrative numerical results are presented and
analyzed in Section V. Section VI concludes the study.

II. RELATED STUDIES AND OUR CONTRIBUTIONS

Availability analysis and the idea of providing differentiated
reliability in SONET rings have been studied in the optical net-
work literature [10]–[12], [14]. The authors in [10] have given
an extensive review on availability in ring networks. The con-
cept of differentiated reliability (DiR) has been proposed and
studied in [12], [13] to provide multiple reliability degrees using
a common protection mechanism in optical ring networks. The
work in [14] analyses a number of long-haul network archi-
tectures from an unavailability point of view and shows that
self-healing rings and dual fed systems offer the highest level
of survivability, by eliminating service impacts caused by cable
cuts and equipment failures.

Recently, increasing attention has been devoted to ser-
vice availability and reliability in WDM mesh networks [4],
[9], [15]–[23]. The work in [9] evaluates the restorability of
span-restorable mesh networks when dual failures occur. The
restorability of a network is defined as the average fraction
of failed working capacity that can be restored within the
spare capacity. This means that, when dual failures occur, a
connection can be restored on the fly if both its primary path
and pre-computed backup path get affected. It is reported that
single-failure-designed mesh networks inherently have high
levels of dual-failure restorability. The work in [4] examines the
susceptibility of link-based and path-based protection schemes
to multiple link failures. The susceptibility of a network is
defined as the average fraction of failed connections during
multiple link failures without allowing on-line restoration,
i.e., a connection can only be carried by its primary path or
pre-computed backup path. The results in [4] show that there
is a trade-off between the capacity utilization and the suscep-
tibility to multiple link failures, and shared-path protection is
a little more susceptible to two-link failures than shared-link
protection.
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The authors in [17] extend the differentiated-reliability con-
cept to shared-path protection in mesh networks with the as-
sumption of single network failure. Their idea is to select some
links along the primary path, and leave them unprotected so
as to increase the backup resource sharability, but still guar-
antee the required maximum acceptable failure probability. The
works in [19] and [20] consider the availability in multi-do-
main mesh networks, and they both show that partitioning a net-
work into multiple domains increases the overall availability.
In [21], an availability calculation model is studied to estimate
both connection and system availability of different protection
techniques such as 1:1, M:N, and mesh shared protection. Their
model is close to our availability analysis model except that they
introduce an approximation in analyzing the availability pro-
vided by shared protection. In [22], [23], the tradeoff between
capacity requirement and service availability provided by re-
served protection resources has been studied.

Unlike most previous work, we present a framework in this
paper to provide differentiated protection services to meet
customers’ availability requirements cost effectively. We first
develop an availability-analysis model for connections with
different protection schemes (i.e., unprotected, dedicated pro-
tected, or shared protected). Through this model, we show how
a connection’s availability is affected by resource sharing.

Based on the analytical model, we then develop provisioning
strategies (both integer linear program (ILP) and heuristic
based) in which an appropriate level of protection is provided
to each connection according to its predefined availability
requirement. We consider full wavelength-conversion networks
and static lightpath provisioning where a set of traffic demands
is given in advance, each of which requires the full capacity
of a wavelength channel, and the network operator needs to
provision each connection with minimal network cost, and at
the same time, meet the connections’ availability requirements.

III. AVAILABILITY ANALYSIS IN WDM MESH NETWORKS

We analyze the availability of a system (which could be a
component, path, connection, etc.) in a mesh network with the
following typical assumptions:

1) a system is either available (functional) or unavailable (ex-
periencing failure);

2) different network components fail independently; and
3) for any component, the “up” times (or Mean Time To

Failure, MTTF) and the repair times (or Mean Time To
Repair, MTTR) are independent memoryless processes
with known mean values.

The availability of a system is the fraction of time the system
is “up” during the entire service time. If a connection is carried
by a single path, its availability (denoted by ) is equal to the
path availability; if is dedicated or shared protected, will be
determined by both primary and backup paths. Here, the contri-
bution of the reconfiguration time for switching traffic from the
primary path to the backup path (including signal propagation
delay of control signals, processing time of control messages,
and switching time at each node) towards unavailability is dis-
regarded since it is relatively small, usually on the order of a few
tens of milliseconds, compared to the failure-repair time (on the

TABLE I
FAILURE RATES AND REPAIR TIMES (BELLCORE) [14]

order of hours) and the connection’s holding time (on the order
of weeks or months).

A. Methodology for Assessing Network-Component
Availability

A network component’s availability can be estimated based
on its failure characteristics. Upon the failure of a component, it
is repaired and restored to be “as good as new”. This procedure
is known as an alternating renewal process. Consequently, the
availability of a network component (denoted as ) can be
calculated as follows [24]:

(1)

Component failure parameters usually can be obtained from the
network operators. In particular, the MTTF of a fiber link is dis-
tance related and can be derived according to measured fiber-cut
statistics. We also assume that the repair process of each link is
independent of one another so two links will be repaired in par-
allel if their failure states overlap. Table I shows some typical
data on failure rates and failure-repair times of network com-
ponents (transmitters, receivers, fiber links, etc.) according to
Bellcore (now Telcordia). In Table I, FIT (failure-in-time) de-
notes the average number of failures in hours, denotes
optical transmitters, and denotes optical receivers.

B. End-To-End Path Availability

Given the route of a path , the availability of (denoted as
) can be calculated based on the known availabilities of the

network components along the route. Path is available only
when all the network components along its route are available.
Let denote the availability of network component . Let
denote the set of network components used by path . Then,
can be computed as follows:

(2)

C. Availability for a Dedicated-Path-Protected Connection

In path protection, connection is carried by one primary path
and protected by one backup path that is link disjoint with

. By link disjoint, we mean that the backup path for a connec-
tion has no links in common with the primary path for that con-
nection. Node failures can be also accommodated by making
the primary and the backup paths node disjoint as well. How-
ever, one should also note that carrier-class optical crosscon-
nects (OXCs) in network nodes must be (master/slave)
protected in the hardware for both the OXC’s switch fabric and
its control unit. The OXC’s port cards, however, do not have to
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be protected since they take up the bulk of the space (per-
haps over 80%) and cost of an OXC; also a port-card failure can
be handled as link and/or wavelength channel failure(s). How-
ever, node failures are important to protect against in scenarios
where an entire node (or a collection of nodes in a part of the
network) may be taken down, possibly due to a natural disaster
or by a malicious attacker. In this study, we require primary and
backup of a connection to be link-disjoint and only consider link
failures in the availability analysis. Extensions to include node
failures when computing connection availability are open prob-
lems for future research.

If ’s backup wavelengths are dedicated to connection , then,
when primary path fails, traffic will be switched to as long
as is available; otherwise, the connection becomes unavailable
until the failed component is replaced or restored. is “down”
only when both paths and are unavailable, so can be
computed straightforwardly as follows:

(3)

where and denote the availabilities of paths and , re-
spectively. A connection may employ multiple backup paths to
increase its availability. If all backup paths are disjoint and ded-
icated to this connection, the connection availability can be de-
rived following the similar principle in (3).

D. Mathematical Model for Availability of a
Shared-Path-Protected Connection

1) Issues Affecting Availability in Backup Sharing: In
this section, we describe various issues or policies in backup
sharing that will affect the availability of a shared-path-pro-
tected connection.

• Share Per Single Backup Wavelength Versus Share Per
Wavelength Pool In shared-path protection, connection
is carried by primary path , and protected by a link-dis-
joint backup path ; but the reserved wavelength on each
link of can be shared by other connections as long as
SRLG constraints can be satisfied. Let contain all the
connections that share some backup wavelength on some
link with . We denote as the sharing group of . In the
literature, backup sharing has been performed in two ways:
share per single backup wavelength and share per wave-
length pool [8], [25], [26]. In the first case, backup wave-
length is fixed on every backup link of a connection while
in the second case, on each backup link, a backup wave-
length will be chosen when failure occurs from a pre-re-
served backup wavelength pool. Connection availability
will be calculated differently in the two schemes. We con-
sider share per single backup wavelength in this study.

• Reverting Versus Non-reverting Connection ’s traffic
will be switched to when a failure occurs on . After the
failure is repaired, connection ’s traffic can be switched
back to , an approach which is called reverting; or it can
stay on for the remaining service time (or till fails),
an approach which is called non-reverting. Both the re-
verting and non-reverting strategies have their pros and
cons. For example, traffic may be disturbed twice in the

reverting strategy, which may be undesirable for some ser-
vices. In the non-reverting strategy, the backup paths for
the connections in may need to be rearranged since
some of the shared backup wavelengths on parts of their
backup paths have been taken by when is switched to
its backup path. These connections can become vulnerable
during their backup-recomputation and backup-resource-
reservation processes; and, furthermore, their successful
backup rearrangement is not guaranteed; so, non-reverting
may result in unpreferred service degradation. A network
operator may choose policies based on operational cost and
service characteristics. The reverting model may some-
times be preferable since it provides simplicity in network
control and management. We assume a reverting model in
our analysis.
The concept of stub release refers to the release of capacity
along the surviving upstream and downstream portions of
a failed primary path, and making those capacity avail-
able for the restoration process. Since we only consider
to restore a connection using the preplanned backup path
(with static traffic demands in this paper) and assume a re-
verting model, stub release is not relevant for this modeling
study. Stub release will become important for dynamic pro-
visioning where connections come and go.

• Active Recovery Versus Lazy Recovery In the reverting
model, after traffic is reverted back to , the shared backup
resources will be released. Similarly, when backup re-
sources are fixed from a failure, they are also “up and
free”, which means that the backup resources are not
in failing states (up) or being used by any connection
(free). In both of the two cases, the fixed or released
backup resources can be actively used to recover the
connections in that are experiencing failure and waiting
for their backup resources to be fixed or released. We
call this mechanism active recovery. On the contrary, if
the backup resources wait to be activated when the next
failure arrives, these currently failed connections cannot
be recovered even though their backup is up and free
now. This mechanism is called lazy recovery. In active
recovery, the backup resources released by a connection
may be able to recover more than one connection as may
traverse multiple links. Obviously, backup resources are
utilized more intelligently in the active-recovery model so
we assume an active-recovery system in our study.
If active recovery is employed, another problem will arise,
i.e., if there are multiple failed connections waiting for the
backup resources, which connection should be chosen to
recover next? Connections can be recovered in the exact
order of their failure sequence, i.e., earliest failure recov-
ered first. We call this a resource-locked system in the
sense that a failed connection will “lock” all the up and
free backup wavelengths it needs and wait for others to be
fixed or released. And we further assume that the locked
backup resources can only be released when the primary
path of the failed connection is fixed. Fig. 1 shows an ex-
ample, where and are three connections; and
share the same backup wavelength on link ; and and
share the same backup wavelength on link . If the failure
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Fig. 1. A general backup sharing example.

sequence is and , then will lock the backup wave-
length on link so it cannot be used by even though it
is up and does not recover any connection when fails.
A locked system can provide fairness in the context of a
first-fail-first-served (FFFS) policy. Therefore, we assume
a locked system in the following analysis.

2) Computation of the Conditional Probability That a Con-
nection Succeeds in Backup-Resource Contention: The avail-
ability of connection will be affected by the size of
and the availabilities of the connections in . When one or
more primary paths of connections in fails together with ,
either or some of the failing connections in can acquire
the shared backup wavelengths. Hence, we need to compute the
conditional probability (denoted as ) that will successfully
acquire the backup wavelengths when connections’ primary
paths in fail concurrently with ’s primary path.

We employ a continuous-time Markov chain to derive .
Fig. 2(a) shows the corresponding state-transition diagram
(when ) for the Markov chain when an active-recovery,
resource-locked system is applied. Let denote the other
connection which shares backup resources with . The label
for each state in Fig. 2 is a 3-tuple , where and
represent the status of the primary paths of connections and

, respectively, and represents which connection uses or
locks the backup resources. Tuples and could be “Up” (U)
or “Down” (D); and could be “None” (0), “ ”, or “ ”. Note
that we do not show the “Up/Down” state of shared backup re-
sources or the “Up/Down” state of each connection in Fig. 2(a).

(or ) does not mean that the traffic of (or )
is being restored by backup resources, and only indicates that
the shared backup resources are locked by (or ) (which is
the first failed connection, as we assume an active-recovery,
resource-locked system). Actually, even though (or

) in some states, (or ) will be down if the backup
resources are down in these states.

Let and and
to be the mean failure parameters for the pri-

mary path of connection . The state-transition probabilities
can thus be represented by these parameters. Let denote the
long-run proportion of time the system is in state . Again,
is the conditional probability that has the backup resources,
given that both and are down. After solving for (the de-
tails of the solution are straightforward and not included here),

can be computed as follows for Fig. 2(a) (as and are

Fig. 2. State-transition diagram for computing � . (a) With active recovery.
(b) With lazy recovery.

both down in states 4 and 5 but has the backup resources only
in state 5):

(4)

The solution implies solving the rate-based linear system ac-
cording to the Kolmogoroff equations for the continuous-time
Markov chain. Similarly, we can compute the conditional prob-
ability for one connection to acquire the backup wavelengths
when primary paths in are experiencing failures
concurrently. Please see [27] for the state-transition diagram for

as an example. is shown as follows where
denote the mean time to repair for connec-

tion ( , where or 2):

(5)

One may notice that the values of in (4) and in (5)
are only determined by the repair rates of the concurrently failed
primary paths (and not their failure rates)! Due to the complexity
of deriving the repair rate of a path (which is related to the MTTF
and MTTR of each individual link along the path), we use an ap-
proximation to simplify the value of . We approx-
imately assume that all the primary paths have the same repair
rate, which is referred to as Approximation I in what follows.
Then, we have from (4) and from (5). We
further make a conjecture that for any under
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Approximation I. Intuitively, each one of the failed primary
paths (including ) will approximately have equal chance to get
the backup wavelengths if the conditional probability is only af-
fected by the repair rates and under the approximation that all
of them have the same repair rate. With Approximation I, the
value of is greatly simplified. Most importantly,
without this approximation, computing when is large is
extremely complicated and time consuming as the size of the
Markov chain will grow exponentially. We have conducted sim-
ulations to verify our model for a general backup sharing case
and the results show that the error between the availability calcu-
lated using our model and that from the simulation is negligible
(please see Section V-A for the results), which indicates that the
error brought by Approximation I is negligible.

We can follow the same approach to derive for other re-
covery policies, e.g., lazy recovery, even though the Markov
chain may be different. As an example, Fig. 2(b) shows the
corresponding Markov chain to compute with the lazy-re-
covery policy.

With the value of , we can compute the availability of a
shared-path-protected connection now. Connection will be
available if: 1) path is available; or 2) is unavailable, is
available, and can get the backup wavelengths when other pri-
mary paths of connections in sharing group have also failed.
Therefore, can be computed as follows:

(6)

where and denote the availabilities of and , respec-
tively; is the size of ; is the probability that can get
the backup resources when both and other primary paths in

fail; and is the probability that exactly primary paths in
are unavailable. We can enumerate all the possible connec-

tion failures to compute . Note that it may not be necessary
for us to enumerate all the possible simultaneous failure cases
(up to ) since the probability of simultaneous failures de-
creases drastically as increases. Hence, such failure scenarios
will have little effect on the connection availability. In a practical
network, instead of enumerating all possible failure scenarios,
we may only consider up to simultaneous connection failures,
where is known as the approximation bound. By properly
choosing the value of , we can get a very tight lower bound on
the connection availability. The value of depends on the net-
work failure characteristics, i.e., the more fragile the network is,
the larger the value of should be, and vice verse. The compu-
tational complexity of (6) depends on: 1) the size of the sharing
group ; and 2) the approximation bound . We find that it
will only take several seconds to compute (6) when several tens
of connections are in the sharing group and is around 10 using
a computer with a 1.4-GHz Pentium processor and 512-Mbytes
RAM; thus, the computation is feasible in a practical network.

Besides the availability analysis shown above, the mean down
time, which a shared-path-protected connection experiences
after a failure of one of its primary links, can also be derived an-
alytically. Please see [27] for this computation. The results can
be used to assess the severity of the impact of network failures
on connections.

IV. PROPOSED CONNECTION-PROVISIONING STRATEGIES

Based on the analytical model, we have developed connec-
tion-provisioning approaches in which differentiated protection
services can be provided to each connection according to its pre-
defined availability requirement. We first discuss how to com-
pute the path with the highest availability between a node pair
in the network, which is referred to as the most-reliable path.
This idea will be frequently used in the following provisioning
strategies. Then, we propose ILP and heuristic-based strategies
to provision connections cost effectively while satisfying the
connections’ availability requirements by choosing appropriate
protection schemes.

A. Techniques to Compute the Most-Reliable Path

Suppose a single path is used to carry connection . The
availability of is equal to the multiplication of the avail-
abilities of components it traverses as we have discussed in
Section III-B. In what follows, we consider links as the only
network components used by a path but it is straightforward to
incorporate other network components as well. Suppose path
traverses links . We call to be a reliable path for
connection if and only if:

(7)

where is the availability of link and
is the required availability of connection . If we compute the
logarithm of both sides of (7), we obtain:

(8)

Since and are between 0 and 1, and have
negative values. Multiplying both sides by , we get:

(9)

Now, we can observe that, if the cost of link is defined
as a function of its availability (i.e., ), the cost
is additive and the path with minimum cost will be the path
with maximum availability (i.e., the most-reliable path (MRP)).
Through this Multiplication-to-Summation (MS) conversion
technique, a standard shortest-path algorithm can be applied to
compute the MRP.

Taking the logarithm is convenient but the derivation of the
dynamic-programming algorithms works the same if multipli-
cation is used instead of addition. An alternate way to compute
the MRP with multiplication is as follows:

1) define link cost equal to link availability; and
2) modify the shortest-path algorithm with “multiplication”

parameter to compute the MRP.
The standard shortest-path algorithm is computing the shortest
path with the “addition” parameter. If the link cost is between 0
and 1, we can easily modify a standard shortest-path algorithm
(such as Dijkstra’s or Bellman-Ford algorithm) to compute the
longest path with the length of the path defined as the multipli-
cation of the cost of each link along the path.

If the availability of a MRP is smaller than , we know
that protection is needed for connection . Therefore, we can
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categorize a connection as either a one-path-satisfiable con-
nection whose availability requirement can be satisfied without
using any backup path, or a protection-sensitive connection,
otherwise.

In the remainder of this section, we present our availability-
aware provisioning approaches for static traffic, including an
ILP approach with dedicated-path protection and no protection
as the candidate protection services and heuristics with dedi-
cated-path protection, shared-path protection, and no protection
as the candidate protection services. We are given the following
inputs to the problem.

1) , the physical network topology where
is the set of nodes, is the set of unidirectional fiber

links, is the availability function for each
link (where denotes the set of real numbers between
0 and 1), and specifies the number of free
wavelengths on each link (where denotes the set of
positive integers).

2) , a set of connection requests that
need to be provisioned where is the source, is the desti-
nation, and is the availability requirement of request .

Our goal is to determine the route for each request and pro-
tect them, if necessary, while minimizing the total network cost
(wavelength links, particularly).

To optimize network-resource usage, we first classify the con-
nection requests into two categories (by comparing availability
of MRP with as described above): , containing one-path-
satisfiable connections, and , containing protection-sensitive
connections; and then, we provide different treatments to dif-
ferent connection sets, as follows.

1) For a connection in , one path is needed to carry each
of them. We use an ILP to find the routes that can sat-
isfy the connections’ availability requirements while min-
imizing the consumed resources (wavelength links). The
ILP is given in Section IV-B.

2) Dedicated-path protection is considered to protect connec-
tions in . The problem of providing dedicated-path pro-
tection while satisfying the connections’ availability re-
quirements is mathematically formulated in Section IV-C.
We also discuss the nonlinearity of the formulations and
propose two approximation schemes to solve them.

We then incorporate shared-path protection into the differen-
tiated protection service model to further reduce network cost.
Due to the complexity of availability analysis for a shared-path
protected connection (see (6)), formulating the problem into a
linear program would be extremely complicated and thus in-
tractable mathematically. Therefore, we have to resort to heuris-
tics when incorporating shared-path protection into the differen-
tiated protection service model. Also, there are instances where
the ILP approaches may have difficulty due to large network size
and high volume of traffic demands even when shared-path pro-
tection is not considered. The heuristic algorithms are presented
in Section IV-D.

B. ILP for One-Path-Satisfiable Connections

The MS conversion technique enables us to formulate the
problem of provisioning connections in into an ILP since

(nonlinear) multiplication has been converted into (linear) sum-
mation. We will use following notations in our mathematical
formulations:

1) and denote end points of a physical fiber link; and
2) and denote source and destination of a given end-to-end

connection request .
The mathematical formulation for one-path-satisfiable connec-
tions is as follows.

• Given:
— : Number of fiber links interconnecting node and

node . , if and only if there
exists physical fiber links between nodes and ; 0
otherwise.

— : Number of wavelengths per fiber on link .
— : Availability of link . If there are multiple

fibers between a node pair, they have same availability
if they traverse the same fiber bundles. (Note that fibers
are usually laid in bundles.)

— : Availability parameter of link where
.

— : Connection request set, where
is the minimum required availability parameter of

connection and defined as .
• Variables:

— if request is routed through fiber link
; otherwise, .

• Objective: Minimize the total wavelength links used1:

(10)

• Constraints:
— On physical route flow-conservation constraints:

(11)

(12)

— On link-capacity constraints:

(13)

— On connection-availability constraints:

(14)

Note that and are given (constants), so (10)(14) are
linear.

In (13), we assume that all of the wavelengths on link
(i.e., ) can be utilized for the provisioning. How-
ever, for a general static connection-provisioning problem, the
number of wavelengths on a link that can be used may also need
to be optimized to avoid over-utilizing or congesting links. In
Section V-B, we propose a simple approach to first determine
the minimal number of wavelengths (denoted as ) through

1If the cost of each link is given, we can also incorporate the cost into the
objective by minimizing the total cost:Minimize : c P where
c is the cost of link (m;n).
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which all the connection requests can be carried. Then we opti-
mize the total number of consumed wavelength-fiber links given
that the number of wavelengths on each link is constrained by

. Please see Section V-B for detailed approach.

C. Mathematical Formulation for Protection-Sensitive
Connections

For connections in , we provide dedicated-path protection
to them. The problem to be solved now is to route each connec-
tion in using two link-disjoint paths while satisfying and
minimizing the resources used. The problem is mathematically
formulated as follows (using the same notations as in the for-
mulations in the previous section):

• Variables:
— if primary path of connection is routed

through fiber link ; otherwise, .
— if backup path of connection is routed

through fiber link ; otherwise, .
• Objective A: Minimize the total wavelength links used:

(15)

• Constraints:
— On physical route flow-conservation constraints: They

are similar to (11)–(12) except that separate constraints
are needed for both primary and backup
paths.

— On link-disjoint constraints:

(16)

— On link-capacity constraints:

(17)

— On connection-availability constraints:

(18)

(19)

(20)

Please note that availability of the primary path is and
that of the backup path is in (20) as .
Due to the nonlinearity of (20), the problem cannot be solved
as an ILP. One approximation approach is to solve the formu-
lation without the constraints in (20) as an ILP, i.e., optimize
network resources to provide dedicated-path protection for con-
nections of without considering the availability constraints.
Since the dedicated-protection scheme may significantly im-
prove the connections’ availabilities, it is expected that the avail-
abilities of most of the connections in can be satisfied using
this approximation.

Another solution is to solve the formulation without the con-
straints in (20) and modify the objective A in (15) as follows.

• Objective B:

(21)

This objective tries to maximize the availabilities of the pri-
mary paths, and at the same time, minimizes the total wave-
length links used by the backup paths. is a positive number
which is assigned a small value such that maximizing the avail-
abilities of the primary paths is of higher priority.

D. Heuristic Algorithms

As we have mentioned in Section IV-A, we resort to
heuristics when incorporating shared-path protection into the
differentiated protection service model due to the complexity
of availability analysis for a shared-path-protected connection
(see (6)). We start by investigating several heuristics to provi-
sion connections with unprotected or dedicated-path-protection
services. Then, we downgrade a dedicated-path-protected con-
nection’s protection service to shared-path protection as long
as the connection’s availability requirement can still be met.
The heuristics are fixed-alternate-routing based [28], i.e., for
each node pair, candidate routes or link-disjoint route-pairs
are pre-computed, and availability of each route is calculated.
Therefore, a request can pick routes (or route-pairs)
that satisfy its requirement from the candidate routes from
to .

In the numerical examples shown in Section V-C, we pre-
compute candidate routes for each node pair, among
which four are single paths and five are link-disjoint path-pairs.
The ways to compute the candidate routes are described here
to facilitate reproduction of our results by others. Route 1 is
the shortest path (SP) by hop distance. Route 2 is the SP by
hop distance after removing the link with lowest availability
on route 1. Route 3 is the MRP. Route 4 is the MRP after re-
moving the link with highest availability on route 3. Route 5
is the shortest path-pair by hop distance computed using the
two-step approach2 [29]. Route 6 is the shortest path-pair by
hop distance computed using Suurballe algorithm3 [30]. Route
7 is the shortest path-pair computed using the two-step approach
where the cost of link is defined as a function of its availability,
i.e., . Route 8 is the shortest path-pair computed
using Suurballe algorithm where the cost of link is defined as
a function of its availability, i.e., . In route 9,
first path is the MRP and second path is the SP by hop distance
after removing the links along the MRP.

The main concern for computing candidate routes is the
trade-off between resource utilization and availability. For ex-
ample, if resource (i.e., hop distance) is used as the only metric
to compute routes, we cannot control the availability of each
route; if availability is the only metric, we may end up with
extensively utilizing the links with high availabilities, which
will create congested links in the network. We incorporate these
concerns when computing the candidate routes. Note that it is
not guaranteed that each node-pair will have distinct routes,

2In the two-step approach, the first path is the shortest path and the second
path is the shortest path after removing the first path.

3In Suurballe algorithm, the two paths are jointly computed such that the total
cost of the two paths is minimum among all such link-disjoint path pairs.
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e.g., the SP by hop distance and the MRP for the same node-pair
may follow the same route. So the number of candidate routes
for each node pair is equal to or smaller than in our study.
One can also apply other algorithms for computing shortest
paths or path-pairs [31] and study their performance, but we
feel that our route choices are a bit customized for the current
problem.

Let denote a set containing all routes or route-pairs among
the candidates that can satisfy the availability requirement of
request . Let denote the route (route-pair) with
the highest availability in . Each request can select its route
using one of the following approaches.

• Iteratively-select: Randomly pick one request , and ran-
domly pick one route or route-pair from . Use to
carry if replacing current route of by could reduce total
cost (wavelength-links); otherwise, keep current route. Re-
peat above steps until no route replacement occurs in a
large number of continuous iterations ( in our numer-
ical simulations).

• Most-reliable: If can satisfy the availability require-
ment of request , use ; use otherwise.

• Just-above-threshold: Choose the route or route-pair with
minimal availability in to carry request .

• Minimal-cost: Choose the route or route-pair with minimal
cost in to carry request .

After route selection, a connection can be either unprotected
or dedicated-protected. In order to further reduce network cost
without sacrificing service availability, we can downgrade a
dedicated-path-protected connection’s protection service to
shared-path protection as long as the availability requirements
of this connection and of all the connections in its sharing
group can still be met. Algorithm 1 describes how to assign
wavelengths to connection ’s backup links (after the route is
picked) while the sharability is optimized without downgrading
’s availability below the required value. After the backup

wavelength is fixed and sharing group is identified, we can
compute the connection’s availability according to (6).

An important property of the shared-path protection scheme
used in Algorithm 1 is that backup sharing is allowed only when
the service availabilities of connections that participate in the
sharing can still be met. Define sharing degree of a connec-
tion as number of connections that share backup resources with
this connection. Using Algorithm 1, we consciously control the
sharing degree of each connection so that network resources
are utilized more intelligently but connections still meet their
availability requirements. We call this sharing SLA-constrained
sharing. The relationship between sharing degree and service
availability provided by shared-path protection has been studied
in [23]. The authors find that dual-failure restorability of shared-
path protection is affected by the sharing degree so they provide
methods to optimize the capacity requirements of shared-path
protection with explicit limits on the sharing degree. However,
in our approach (i.e., Algorithm 1), we do not place explicit
limits on the sharing degree. Instead, the degree is automatically
controlled by the availability requirements and the availabili-
ties of connections in the sharing group, which provides more
flexibility.

Algorithm 1: SLA-Constrained Sharing Algorithm (SCSA)

1) For each backup link of , check every existing
backup wavelengths on for the following two
conditions ( is empty initially):

a) Sharing possibility: Let contain all the
connections that have been protected by on link

. Check whether can share with connections
in under SRLG constraint;

b) Availability constraints: Re-compute the
availabilities of and the connections in .
Check whether their availability requirements can
still be met.

2) Assign the lowest-numbered wavelength (say ) to
connection for link if both of the two conditions can
be satisfied; then, update and
for each connection in , put into its sharing
group; assign a new wavelength to for link if none of
the existing backup wavelengths is qualified.

V. ILLUSTRATIVE NUMERICAL RESULTS

A. Verification of Availability Analysis

We verify the availability analysis for a shared-path-protected
connection through simulations. The US nationwide network
shown in Fig. 3 is used as a sample topology in our study. It
has 26 nodes and 80 unidirectional links. Each edge in Fig. 3 is
composed of two unidirectional links, one in each direction. The
number next to each edge shows the lengths for the links in both
directions. The number next to each node is the node id. The
average failure rate is normalized in the unit of FIT. For illus-
tration purposes, we assume that the fiber-failure rate depends
on the fiber length in this verification simulation. Failures occur
independently on each fiber link following a Poisson process.
Failure repair time (or holding time) follows a negative expo-
nential distribution with a mean value of 12 hours (see Table I).
We assume that the failure repair-time distribution is universal
for each link.

The connection request set has 1000 connections, which
are randomly generated and uniformly distributed among all
node pairs, and each of them requires full capacity of a wave-
length channel. As an example, each connection is assumed to
have infinite holding time, and its routing is fixed as the shortest
path-pair by hop distance computed using Suurballe algorithm,
where the shorter one is used as the primary path and the other
one is the backup path. All connections are shared-path pro-
tected. The wavelength assignment is first fit for both primary
and backup paths. In this configuration, the average size of the
sharing group for a connection is 7 and, in the maximal case, 31
connections share backup resources with one connection. When
a backup wavelength is released by a connection, it will be used
in a FFFS manner to recover other failed connections that share
this backup wavelength, i.e., this is a reverting, active-recovery,
resource-locked system.
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TABLE II
DIFFERENCE (ERROR%) BETWEEN SIMULATED AND THEORETICALLY-COMPUTED CONNECTION AVAILABILITIES FOR DIFFERENT FIT VALUES

Fig. 3. A sample network topology.

The simulated availabilities and the theoretically-computed
availabilities for primary paths (connections) are denoted
as SA-P and TA-P (SA-C and TA-C), respectively. TA-C is
computed according to (6) with . We find that SA-P per-
fectly match TA-P in our results. Table II shows the difference
between SA-C and TA-C (denoted as Error% and computed as

) for different FIT values, averaged
over all connections. The FIT value is chosen such that TA-C
is in the range from 0.999988 to 0.995665, which covers the
availabilities most customers are interested in. The last row in
Table II is the 95% confidence interval for Error%. We observe
that the Error% is small when FIT is small but increases a little
when FIT increases. However, it is only 0.09096% when TA-C
is as low as 99.5665%, which indicates very good accuracy of
our analytical model.

B. Results From Provisioning Strategies—ILP Approaches

The network shown in Fig. 3 is used as a sample topology. To
incorporate the different rates of fiber cuts (e.g., due to different
fiber types, construction areas, etc.), a more realistic model to
estimate link availability needs to be obtained from the network
operator based on their network-outage statistics. For illustra-
tion purposes, in what follows, the availability of each link is a
pre-assigned value which could be 0.99, 0.999, or 0.9999 with
equal probability. To make results reproducible, the exact values
of the link availabilities have been given in [27]. The same traffic
demand set is used as in Section V-A. The availability re-
quirements of the requests are uniformly distributed among five

TABLE III
RESULTS FROM ILP APPROACHES FOR FIVE PROVISIONING SCHEMES

classes: 0.98, 0.99, 0.995, 0.997, or 0.9994, which are referred
to as Class to Class , respectively.

Table III compares the performance of different ILP-based
provisioning schemes in terms of the number of wavelengths
needed , connection availability satisfaction rate (ASR),
and total wavelength links ( -Links). ASR represents the frac-
tion of connections whose availability requirements have been
satisfied through different schemes. As we have mentioned in
Section IV-B, to avoid over-utilizing or congesting a link, the
number of wavelengths on a link needs to be constrained. In each
scheme, we first determine the minimal number of wavelengths
(denoted as ) through which all the connection requests can
be carried. We achieve this by simply setting to
be an initial (high) value, and then reducing the value by one if
all the connections can be set up in the optimization. We repeat
this process until some connections cannot be set up. Then,
is fixed as the value in previous loop. In this case, all the con-
nections can be carried and there is no blocking. We calculate
the total number of consumed wavelength-fiber links (denoted
as -Links) in each scheme given that the number of wave-
lengths on each link is constrained by . Thus, in our work,
the performance of a scheme is demonstrated by jointly consid-
ering both and -Links. We can also simply fix as a large
value so that all the connections can be set up in all schemes, and
then compare their performance by only analyzing -Links.
However, for such a static connection-provisioning problem, the
number of wavelengths on a link should also be optimized to
avoid over-utilizing or congesting links.

We compare the performance of five different ILP-based pro-
visioning schemes. They are described as follows.

• In Scheme I, all connections are provisioned without any
protection, and network resources are optimized without
any connection-availability consideration.

• In Scheme II, all connections are provisioned with dedi-
cated-path protection, and the network resources are opti-
mized without any availability consideration.

4The numbers shown here are for illustration purposes. When requests ar-
rive with very high availability requirements, e.g., 0.9999 or 0.99999, the provi-
sioning approaches may need to be extended to provide multiple backup paths
to connections.
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TABLE IV
STATISTICAL RESULTS FOR SCHEME III

• In Scheme III, connections are classified into and .
Connections of are first provisioned using the ILP ap-
proach in Section IV-B. Connections of are then provi-
sioned using the ILP approximation (in Section IV-C) with
Objective A (i.e., (15)) by taking into account the connec-
tions in as existing connections. (Note that, for a general
provisioning problem, solving which ILP first may affect
the result but the difference is negligible in our numerical
results.)

• Scheme IV is similar to Scheme III except that, for con-
nections in , Objective B (i.e., (21)) is used.

• Scheme V is a variation of Schemes III and IV, and it will
be explained below.

We observe from Table III that Scheme I consumes the least
amount of resources compared with the other schemes. But, in
Scheme I, only 30.2% of the connections can meet their required
availabilities. By providing dedicated-path protection to all con-
nections, Scheme II can significantly improve the connection
availability satisfaction rate (ASR); however, it also consumes
a large amount of resources. One can also observe that there
are still some connections whose availability requirements are
not satisfied in Scheme II even though dedicated-path protec-
tion is provided to every connection. This is because, for these
connections, the primary and the backup paths are the most re-
source-efficient path pair but they may not be reliable enough.

Through connection classification and traffic optimization,
both Schemes III and IV jointly optimize ASR and resource
usage. Schemes III and IV use less wavelength channels and
around 20% less -Links compared with Scheme II. Table IV
shows statistical information on connection classification, re-
source usage, and service satisfaction for Scheme III. We ob-
serve that all connections in and most of the connections in

(except 14 connections) receive the required services, which
leads to Scheme III’s 98.6% ASR, shown in Table III.

Compared with Scheme III, Scheme IV further improves
ASR by consuming a little more network resources (i.e.,

-Links). Based on this observation, we develop another
approach, Scheme V, which can be viewed as a joint procedure
of Schemes III and IV. In Scheme V, instead of applying the
optimization objective B ((21)) to all the connections in ,
we only apply it to the 14 availability-unsatisfied connections
in Scheme III. By consuming 13 more -Links (but no more
wavelength channels), Scheme V can achieve 100% ASR
compared to Scheme III.

However, although we have proposed the algorithm for
finding the most-reliable path (MRP) for a connection, the
problem of finding the pair of link-disjoint paths for a con-
nection with the highest overall availability is expected to be
NP-complete; and the mathematical formulation for the opti-
mization problem with availability constraints is shown to be

TABLE V
RESULTS FROM HEURISTIC ALGORITHMS WITHOUT SHARING

nonlinear. Therefore, the proposed schemes—Schemes III, IV,
and V—are approximation schemes. However, we can expect
that they can provide high as protection-sensitive con-
nections are all dedicated protected in the proposed schemes.
We have tried other network topologies and different traffic
demands, and Schemes III, IV, and V constantly demonstrate
better performance in both and -Links compared to
Scheme II. However, it is hard to predict which scheme (among
Schemes II, III, IV, and V) will perform best in terms of as
none of them has availability constraints. Even though the ILP
approaches studied here cannot provide an optimal solution,
they can help us understand the property of the problem and
they can be used to effectively provision a set of given traffic
demands.

In the following section, we first show the performance of the
heuristics without allowing backup resource sharing to compare
to the ILP approaches. Then, the SLA-constrained sharing is in-
corporated into the differentiated service model and its perfor-
mance is compared to a general shared-path-protection scheme
without availability constraints.

C. Results From Provisioning Strategies—Heuristics

1) Without Allowing Backup Resource Sharing: Table V
shows the performance ( -Link, and ASR) of the heuris-
tics. In each heuristic, is also equal to the minimal number
of wavelength channels through which all the requests can
be carried, as described in Section V-B. Then, we obtain the
minimal -Link used in each scheme given that the number
of wavelengths on each link is constrained by . Again, the
performance of each heuristic is demonstrated by jointly con-
sidering both and -Links. One may notice that the order of
routing connections will affect -Link in heuristics Most-reli-
able, Just-above-threshold, and Minimal-cost as demands are
routed sequentially. So, we tried a large number of different
sequences and picked the solution with minimal -Link. For
each demand contains the candidate routes that satisfy
and have available resources on links. Then, the best route in

is chosen according to the policy in each heuristic.
We observe that all heuristics can provide 100% ASR because

the route for request is selected from , in which all routes
can satisfy . We also observe that Iteratively-select demon-
strates good performance if jointly considering both and

-Links compared with other heuristics, and its performance
is comparable to that of Scheme III in the ILP approaches. This
is because the Iteratively-select algorithm employs a simple but
effective back-tracking property. Please note that other sophisti-
cated approximation algorithms, e.g., simulated annealing, ge-
netic algorithm, etc., may also be used to further improve the
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TABLE VI
COMPARING SLA-CONSTRAINED SHARING TO GENERAL SHARED-PATH

PROTECTION (WITH ITERATIVELY-SELECT ALGORITHM)

TABLE VII
PERCENTAGE OF CONNECTIONS USING EACH PROTECTION SCHEME FOR EACH

SERVICE CLASS IN SLA-CONSTRAINED SHARING SCHEME (S )

overall performance. It is straightforward to see that choosing
the routes or route-pairs with less cost would help reduce the
overall cost; hence, Minimal-cost consumes less resources than
Most-reliable and Just-above-threshold since it always chooses
the candidate with minimal cost from . Again, heuristics are
fixed-alternate-routing based so their performances are not as
good as those of the ILP approaches where routing is not lim-
ited by candidate routes.

2) With Backup Resource Sharing: Tables VI and VII show
the overall performance when we incorporate backup resource
sharing into the service model. These results are shown here
only for the Iteratively-select algorithm. Other heuristics show
similar performance trends; hence, they are not included here.

What we support is SLA-constrained sharing where backup
sharing is allowed only when connections’ service availabilities
can still be met. In the general version of shared-path protection,
availability is not a concern and backup sharing is allowed as
long as SRLG constraints are satisfied. It is possible that the ser-
vice availabilities may also be satisfied without consuming too
much resources if we incorporate general shared-path protec-
tion into the service model instead of SLA-constrained sharing.
Thus, we compare SLA-constrained sharing to general shared-
path protection in Table VI.

Table VI compares the performance of four different
schemes. In Scheme , differentiated services are provided
(according to their availability requirements) without allowing
any backup sharing, i.e., connections are either unprotected or
dedicated-path protected. In Scheme , differentiated services
are provided with SLA-constrained sharing, i.e., a connection
can be shared-path protected through Algorithm 1 (SCSA).
Scheme is similar to except that general shared-path
protection is offered instead of SLA-constrained shared-path
protection. This means that sharing is allowed without checking
the availability constraints defined in Algorithm 1, i.e., backup
resource sharing is allowed as long as SRLG constraints
are met. In Scheme , uniform protection service (general
shared-path protection) is offered to all connections without
considering availability requirements.

As we expect, the network performance can be significantly
improved after incorporating shared-path protection (either

SLA-constrained sharing or general sharing). We can also
observe that providing uniform sharing service consumes more
network resources than the differentiated service schemes
with either SLA-constrained sharing or general sharing. This
is because, in the differentiated-service schemes, protection
services are only provided on an as-needed basis according to
service-availability requirements.

Comparing the sharing schemes and , it is clear that, by
employing a little more resources, the SLA-constrained sharing
scheme can significantly improve the ASR, from 93.1%
to 100% in this case. The results from Schemes and
indicate that general sharing, which is unaware of connection
availability, could lead to a certain amount of service-quality
degradation because the sharing degree is not carefully con-
trolled. To conclude, we find that providing SLA-constrained
shared-path protection in the service model can cost-effectively
provide availability guarantee.

Table VII shows how protection services are differentiated
for connections in each service class in the SLA-constrained
sharing scheme . We observe that, overall, 44.9% connec-
tions are unprotected, 51.8% connections are shared-path pro-
tected, and only 3.3% connections are dedicated-path protected.
We also find that more connections are protected by dedicated-
path or shared-path protection with the service availability re-
quirement becoming more and more stringent, e.g., only 4.28%
of Class connections are shared-path protected while this
percentage increases to 86.01% for Class connections. This
shows that the proposed framework on differentiated services
can provide an appropriate protection service to a request ac-
cording to its service requirement.

VI. CONCLUSION

We presented a novel connection-provisioning framework
which can cost-effectively provide differentiated protection
services according to customers’ availability requirements. The
framework consisted of two parts: 1) theoretical availability
analysis for a WDM mesh network under different protection
schemes; and 2) ILP and heuristic-based connection-provi-
sioning approaches.

We proposed a new sharing concept—SLA-constrained
sharing where backup sharing is allowed only when connec-
tions’ service availabilities can still be met. Through numerical
examples, we found that, by employing a little more resources,
the SLA-constrained sharing scheme can significantly improve
the availability satisfaction rate (ASR). Our results also indi-
cated that general shared-path protection, which is unaware
of connection availability, could lead to a certain amount of
service-quality degradation because the sharing degree is not
carefully controlled.
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